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The name of the song is Vasanthathil oru Naal (வாங்ஙடத்தொண்ணல்) in Tamil and means "Vasanthathil the young elephant". It is a popular song of the Tamil film Sattam. The title song of the film was in itself immensely popular. It was sung by K. S. Chithra and composed by S. V. Venkatraman. According to the Tamil film historian Randor Guy, the singer's idol S. P. Balasubrahmanyam's (S. P. B.) sister played the female role in the
film. The melody of the song was derived from an old classical dance-drama Kathakali, Karnani Meenakshi, based on a play written by Mallanikethan composed by the scholar Kalkattan Mana. The lyrics of the song were written by the poet Kambar. Kannadasan, a close friend of Kalkattan, was asked to write the lyrics for the title song. Kannadasan was initially hesitant to accept the offer but he was later convinced by Kalkattan. He
completed the song within half an hour and his composition was well received by S. V. Venkatraman. The title song was a fairly long song which was divided into 3 parts with a one-and-a-half minute interlude in between. It was also the last song recorded with the majority of the songs being sung by Chithra. According to the director K. K. Rajsirpy, the song was recorded on the first day of recording. He then recreated the song with a new
orchestra, using some of the elements from the original recording, and then it was eventually completed. This was the first time of Chithra singing the chorus of the song. Chithra and her sister Shoba was also included in the photo shoot of the song. The next day, Kannadasan and Kalkattan were called for the recording of the song. After several takes and chorus recordings, Kannadasan was called to the stage to shoot the song. After a few
minutes of shooting he then left the scene to a few people waiting for him outside. After he arrived he was told that his
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